
The PHOENIX framework

The previous chapters have depicted the global demographic changes

over the last 50 years and possible future developments. In addition,

the modelling framework was presented to position and describe the

demographic processes in a formal way. The result is the PHOENIX

modelling approach which is based on the Population and health

submodel of TARGETS1.0 (Niessen and Hilderink, 1997). In this chapter,

the choice for the definitive conceptual model consisting of a popula-

tion, fertility, mortality and migration component, and their respective

mathematical representation will be elaborated. An overview and 

evaluation of existing integrated approaches, incorporating aspects of

population and development, will first be given, followed by a presen-

tation of the PHOENIX framework.
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THE PHOENIX FRAMEWORK

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, the foundation and explanation of all aspects of the PHOENIX modelling framework
have been depicted. Although several aspects of PHOENIX have been specified, the explicit descrip-
tion of PHOENIX in mathematical equations is lacking. In this chapter, the PHOENIX model is
further specified. The underlying model assumptions and relations in PHOENIX will be, if possible,
related to existing approaches and in accordance with actual perceptions. These existing approaches
are obviously only used if they have a surplus value in relation to the modelling of the demographic
transition. Section 3.2 gives an overview of existing approaches like World3, Threshold21 and several
other relevant modelling approaches. Since PHOENIX is based on the population and health model
of TARGETS (Niessen and Hilderink, 1997), an explicit description of the integrated approach of
the TARGETS model will not be given. The elements for fertility, mortality and core demographics
used for PHOENIX are presented in Section 3.3. Migration has hardly been mentioned since its role
in the demographic transition is limited. Nevertheless, the population size and structure is also sub-
jected to changes in immigration and emigration flows. Since only few modelling approaches exist,
which take migration into account, migration will therefore only be described briefly.

3.2 EXISTING APPROACHES

The development of a modelling framework benefits from past experiences. In underpinning the
choice for a modelling approach, a comparison with other approaches should be made lest the
advantages and disadvantages are made clear. When making a selection, the focus is on modelling
approaches that are integrated, generic, well-known and incorporating an exclusive demographic
component. Several less integrated and more specific fertility and mortality modelling approaches
will be discussed as well. The diversity of existing approaches makes structuring necessary. Using
the analytical and methodological concepts of Chapter 2, the approaches will be discussed within
the dimensions of integration and dynamic character. In Figure 3.1 the different levels of integra-
tion are presented.
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Figure 3.1 Dimensions of integration and dynamics in population modelling.



The combination of these two dimensions can be regarded as a classification of abstraction level.
Starting at the lowest level, representing a static description of the population, a higher level of
abstraction is obtained by including dynamics (e.g. a logistic model) or by extension of a more
detailed, data-based description of the population (e.g. a survey). At a higher abstraction level, the
non-integrated modelling approaches can be positioned in which the number of births and deaths
are simulated. All these approaches are classified as purely demographic models. At the highest level,
integrated modelling approaches will be depicted. Such an integrated approach is characterized by
an interaction between mortality and fertility processes, and includes an interrelation with the
environmental and socio-economic background variables. Figure 3.2 shows the classification of
the different approaches using integration and dynamics dimensions.

In the next sections, existing modelling approaches will be described starting with purely demo-
graphic models and followed by the integrated modelling approaches.

3.2.1 Purely demographic models

There are many models and techniques which take into account the size and changes of the popu-
lation in general. However, in most of these modelling approaches, population change is modelled
exogenously, implying that the internal feedbacks within the system are ignored and also the effect
of changes in the external conditions on the population is not accounted for. Mostly extrapolation
techniques are used to obtain trends in fertility and mortality levels with which the population
projections are computed. An example of such an approach is formed by the United Nations’ pop-
ulation projections, which go up as far as 2200 (United Nations-LR, 1992). These population
projections are made using assumptions about the moment when all specific countries will reach a
specific fertility level (e.g. 2.1 children per woman). Other institutions that make their own popu-
lation projections are the U.S. Census Bureau and the World Bank. The population projections of
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these three institutions are based on individual country estimates. Another institute providing
population projections is IIASA (Lutz, 1996). For these projections, a multiregional cohort-com-
ponent model with five-year age groups and five-year projection intervals is used. Population pro-
jections for 13 world regions are obtained on the basis of high, low and the arithmetic mean values
for future fertility, mortality and migration levels. Although this modelling approach seems to be
extensive and advanced, the withholding of information on vital assumptions and insights makes
it hard to evaluate it and analyze model outcomes. The basis and justification of the assumptions is
not explicitly given but is only referred to as being based on ‘the judgement of an interacting
group of experts’ (Lutz, 1996, p. 42). The approaches mentioned above will therefore be left out
of the evaluation of modelling approaches.

Fertility-specific approaches
There are several data-based methods which provide detailed information on fertility. Well-
known are the World Fertility Surveys (WFS), which give a detailed, but static, inventory of the
demographic situation of 41 developing countries. The successor to the WFS, the Demographic
Health Surveys (DHS) and the European Fertility Project are other examples of data-based
methods.

A model-based method is provided by Bongaarts and Potter (1983), which relates the total fertil-
ity level to factors like marriage, abortion and use of contraceptives. These factors are referred to
as proximate determinants for fertility. A framework is given, which describes the total fertility
rate as a composite of the four most important proximate determinants: age at marriage, use of
contraceptives, abortion and post partum infecundability. Moreover, the approach includes dif-
ferent aggregation levels (an age and non-age specific level) to describe fertility levels. This
approach provides a method applicable to describing fertility behaviour while being widely
accepted, generic and strongly affiliated to the WFS and DHS. Bongaarts and Potter’s approach
was even used a guideline for the determination of the contents of the WFS and DHS. The latter
guarantees the use of a reliable and extensive database on fertility for this method. One of the
limitations of Bongaarts and Potter’s approach is its static character. The approach was designed
to describe fertility levels at a particular moment in time and does not include time-related vari-
ables.

A more elaborated approach is the application of multistate fertility modelling (Zeng Yi, 1991,
Bonsel and Van der Maas, 1994). In the multistate approach, the reproductive life span of women,
including pregnancy and parity, is explicitly described by various states. The strength of this
approach is that births are explicitly simulated as outcome of a pregnancy instead of being derived
from overall fertility rates. One of the disadvantages of multistate approaches is that with the dis-
tinction of every other state, the amount of data required for input and calibration purposes
increases. For example, in distinguishing parity, the data requirements roughly are multiplied with
the number of parity classes distinguished.
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Mortality-specific approaches
Extrapolation of age-specific mortality rates and life table modelling are commonly used tech-
niques to estimate longevity and to investigate the mortality of a population (Murphy, 1995,
Goméz de Leon and Texmon, 1992). A mortality indicator often used is the life expectancy at
birth. The authoritative institute for the collection of mortality data is the World Health
Organization (WHO), which registers country-based mortality data. These WHO data include
also detailed categories of cause of death, using an International Classification of Diseases (ICD).
The WHO registration, including the cause of death, represents only a static approach of mortali-
ty patterns. Several assessments are based on this database (Lopez, 1990) and various levels can be
distinguished for analysis and simulation of mortality patterns. The simplest method is trend
analysis (Preston, 1977). Based on the historical data on mortality patterns, projections are made
for future levels. The lack of any linkage with social, economic or environmental aspects makes it
inappropriate for application within an integrated approach.

At the next level, projections of mortality rates are related to mortality determinants and interme-
diate variables. In most of these mortality approaches, broad health determinants like literacy and
income status, are recognized. As proximate determinants of health classical risk factors, like
smoking and nutritional status, are recognized. An example of this approach is the methodological
framework for modelling child mortality levels of Mosley and Chen (1984), which was further
refined by Van Norren and Van Vianen (1986); it takes factors such as maternal fertility aspects
and environmental exposures into account.

At another level, the multistate mortality modelling is applied. In this methodology several states
and events can be distinguished in the analysis of morbidity and mortality (Niessen and
Hilderink, 1997, Barendregt and Bonneux, 1998). Health and mortality risk exposure categories
are associated with the incidence and prevalence of one or more diseases, which can result in
death. Similar to the multistate fertility models, this last approach provides detailed insights into
the disease process itself. Nevertheless, the required data and limited knowledge make this
approach even harder to implement than the fertility multistate approach.

3.2.2 World3

The first report to the Club of Rome ‘Limits to growth’ describes ‘the dynamics of exponential
growth, the physical limits to growth imposed by a finite planet, the relation of technological
advance to physical constraints, and the various levels of population and material consumption
that might be accommodated upon this Earth’ (Meadows et al., 1972, p. viii). The aim of this
report was to create awareness of the physical limitations. Runs of the computer simulation model
World3 were included in this report. This model, which is originally based on the World2 model
by Forrester (1971), specifies the most important relationships between and within the five sectors
population, capital, agriculture, non-renewable resources and pollution. The description of the
modelling approach, including the excellent documentation of the philosophy, the underlying
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assumption and equations, so elaborately undertaken by Meadows (1974), has been useful for
other modelling approaches. 

Population
Three models of age-structure population represent the population section. The simplest model is
the one-level population model, which ignores any age dimension and considers the total popula-
tion with total number of births and deaths as the only in and outflow. This representation is too
limited for describing population dynamics, a fact that is also recognized by the authors (Meadows
et al., 1972, p. 135). The next level is the four-level model which incorporates four age groups (0-
15, 15-45, 45-65 and 65+ years). The ageing or maturation rate is calculated based on the
assumption of a uniform distribution over age within these age groups. The most complex repre-
sentation is the fifteen-level model. Fifteen age groups are distinguished (0-1, 1-5, 5-10,…,60-65
and 65+ years). 

Fertility
The number of births per year is obtained from the multiplication of the number of fertile women
in the population with a fertility factor, representing the average number of births per woman over
her entire reproductive lifetime. In the one-level model the proportion fertile women is assumed to
be constant at a value of 22%. For the four-level model the fertile women in the population are
derived by dividing the population age 15-45 by two. In the fifteen-level model the fertile women
are distinguished by five-year age groups and the fertility factor is distributed among the five-year
age groups of women aged 15-45 by using an age-specific fertility curve.

The fertility factor is obtained from the following three components:

1. Involuntary biological factors determining a maximum level of total fertility. This biological
factor is variable in time and is influenced by the average length of the reproductive period,
which can be prolonged by decreased mortality levels. The other factor of influence is the fre-
quency of miscarriage or stillbirth, which is related to a general health care level.

2. Voluntary or social factors that influence the desired fertility level. The level of this desire is
obtained from several components such as life expectancy, with a delay of 20 years, and the
family income expectation derived from the industrial output per capita.

3. Availability of birth control to attain the desired fertility level expressed in fertility control
effectiveness. This factor is not defined in terms of particular birth control methods but
includes various factors like abortion, late marriage and all forms of abstinence.

Mortality
The number of deaths is directly derived from life expectancy. For the one-level model the number
of deaths is obtained by dividing the population size by the life expectancy. However, this is only
correct for a stationary population. One of the most important underlying motivations of model-
ling fertility and mortality processes is the transition from a steady state to a possible other state,
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which is thus characteristically highly non-stationary. For the other two levels age-specific deaths
rates are directly derived from UN life tables.

The life expectancy is related to the following four mortality factors:

1. Food multiplier. The actual food per capita is related to a minimum amount of food necessary
for human subsistence. This multiplier ranges from 0 to 1.4.

2. Multiplier for health services. The effect of health services, which includes time dependency
and delay, ranges from 1.0 to 2.0.

3. Crowding multiplier based on industrial output per capita and percentage of the population
living in urban areas, resulting in a range of 0.5 to 1.1.

4. Multiplier for persistent pollution, ranging from 0.2 to 1.0.

The actual life expectancy is obtained by multiplication of these factors by a reference life
expectancy of 28 years, corresponding with value 1 for all the four mortality factors. The possible
range for the life expectancy is 0 to 86 years. The lower level corresponds with a zero level of food
per capita. The multiplicative form of the calculation of the life expectancy implies a dominance
of the mortality factors.

Discussion of World3
The fifteen-level model is the most appropriate to fitting the scope of this study since the age-spe-
cific characteristics are inextricably attached to the demographic transition. Several aspects are
subjected to improvement while other aspects are useful. Both these aspect are listed below: 

• The representation of the population over 65 years by one broad category is too rigid. Through
use of a long-term simulation period in combination with a continuing process of ageing, a
major shift can be expected within this particular age group.

• Another questionable aspect is the lack of distinction by sex. The assumption that women
make up half the population in each age group is somewhat disputable. A higher number of
male births compared to female births in combination with sex-differing mortality patterns
leads an unequal sex-distribution which affects the total number of births, with a delay of
around 25 years.

• Applying the fertility and mortality approaches gives difficulties in calibration. The fertility and
mortality multipliers are determined by factors, which can not be founded by observable enti-
ties and can therefore hardly be related to the real world (Page, 1973). 

• The inclusion of an age-specific fertility curve, which is constant in time, is another shortcom-
ing of the fertility approach. The authors anticipated this limitation by performing an interest-
ing experiment in which the effect of a shift in the age-specific fertility curve on the population
size is estimated.

• Some components of the mortality approach, like the health services, can be useful since most
of the causalities underlying mortality are still not understood well enough.
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• One of the major shortcomings of World3, is the lack of a social dimension in the population
sector. Instead of relevant underlying social factors, like education levels, most of the variables
are based on the purely economic industrial output per capita.

Nevertheless, not only the description of the model, which clarify its integrated character includ-
ing all kinds of feedbacks but also the underlying philosophy of the World3 modelling approach
has been very useful for the construction of the PHOENIX framework 

3.2.3 Threshold21

The Millennium Institute’s Threshold21 model (Millennium, 1996) is a ‘national sustainable
development model that enables decision-makers to assess the long-term (50 - 100 years) effects of
alternative investment, tax, subsidy, other relative price factors on national development indica-
tors’. The model allows endogenous analysis of social, economic and environmental implications
by including sectors for demography, health care, education and nutrition. The model has been
applied to Bangladesh, Tunisia, Malawi, Cambodia and Benin, as well as to the industrialized
countries, Italy and the United States. Only aspects relevant to this study, as described in the
Threshold21 Bangladesh documentation, will be briefly discussed here.

Population
Threshold21 comprises the two genders and 66 age cohorts, consisting of 65 one-year and one
open-ended age cohorts. The initial population is derived from the United Nations’ five-year
cohort data dividing by 5 to get an estimate of one-year age cohorts. Ageing, births and deaths
lead to an annual modification these one-year age cohorts. Migration can be included but is neg-
lected in the Bangladesh version.

Fertility
The number of conceptions reduced with foetal losses determines, with a delay of nine months,
the number of births. This number of conceptions is obtained as follows: first, the number of sex-
ual active females is derived out of the proportion of women married increased with the propor-
tion having out of wedlock sex. The proportion using birth control further subdivides this group
of sexually active females. The level of desired family size and efficiency of birth control determine
the number of conceptions in this group of birth control users. The other group of women, i.e.
those women not practising any birth control, also contributes a number of conceptions. The rate
for this group is derived from a multiplicative combination of four factors: age at first marriage,
presence of lactation, coital frequency and a biological upper limit of fecundity. The limit is coun-
try specific (e.g. 8.5 children in the Bangladesh version).

Mortality
To obtain the age-specific death rates, a minimum level of age-specific death rates is increased with six
death fraction components. These death components are influenced by quality of nutrition, immu-
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nization, quality of health care, quality of sanitation, population density and pollution intensity. Each
of these components is calculated using exogenously set functions and some components incorporate
an age dimension. The death components are related to variables of other model parts like agriculture
sector and water sector. The quality of health care deserves some special attention since this quality is
the outcome of simple representation of the national health care system, which includes doctors, nurs-
es, hospital beds and related costs for training. Contrary to World3 an additive form is used here for
calculation of the age-specific death rates, which implies no dominance of one particular component.

Discussion of Threshold21
The modelling structure and behaviour of the Threshold21 model is less complex than the
World3 model and several aspects have been improved. Nevertheless, this modelling approach can
be further refined and improved in consideration of the following remarks:

• The inclusion of one-year age categories represents a more accurate simulation of the popula-
tion. However, the assumed uniform distribution within a five-year age group to derive the ini-
tial one-year age cohorts may result in some serious errors.

• Similar as in the World3 model, elderly people are represented by just one broad age group of
65+, in which the impact of ageing is most noticeable. Considering the extensive inclusion of a
health-care system, this broad category is somewhat odd while the age structure in this group
will have an important role concerning health-care demands and effects. 

• Some important mortality influencing factors, like malnutrition and health care, are already
taken into account in the mortality modelling of World3. In Threshold21 several other relevant
health risks, like quality of water, are added. On the other hand, factors like pollution and pop-
ulation density are still considered to be important. The latter is hard to maintain given Europe
as being the densest continent with one of the highest levels of life expectancy.

• Although the mortality components provide more insight in the underlying causes of death,
they still are hard to calibrate. Deriving mortality rates directly instead of using standard life
tables is one of the improvements compared to World3. On the other hand, the additive form
of constructing the overall mortality rates, instead of the multiplicative form used in World3,
implies an independence of the composite factors, which is rather disputable.

• The fertility factors are, on the other hand, more closely related to data of existing observations,
like contraceptive use. Although most aspects of the Bongaarts and Potters’ modelling
approach are included, a theoretical framework is lacking.

3.2.4 Towards an integrated modelling framework

In the next step, the most useful and applicable aspects of all modelling approaches are selected
and incorporated in PHOENIX. Some components of the existing integrated approaches, World3
and Threshold21, can be used. After some adjustments the one-year cohort population compo-
nent will be included in PHOENIX. One of the adjustments will be the representation of the
population above 65 by a one-year cohort instead of one broad age group. The mortality and fer-
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tility components of the integrated modelling approaches both have the same lack of a thorough
theoretical foundation, although some components of the Bongaarts and Potters’ approach are
included in Threshold21. These components require further improvements. There are various
methods for projecting and forecasting fertility levels but only the approaches based on analysis of
economic and social conditions seem to be appropriate for long-term projections (De Beer, 1992).
The Bongaarts approach serves as a starting point for fertility modelling. The underlying proxi-
mate determinants of fertility can be easily linked to economic and social aspects, as shown by the
incorporation of the non-age-specific approach in several applications (Niessen and Hilderink,
1997, Hutter et al., 1996). This methodology is applied in line with these findings and will be fur-
ther refined and adjusted.

Concerning mortality modelling, the most important improvement will be the inclusion of a
social dimension. For example, literacy is highly associated with mortality levels but was not
included in the two integrated approaches. The increasing importance of lifestyle-related mortali-
ty risks (like smoking and diet patterns) makes them hard to ignore. As argued above, since both
mathematical forms of calculating the overall age-specific mortality rates are unsatisfactory this
component demands an alternative approach. This will be the multistate approach in which the
mortality risk factors and determinants mentioned are included. Partly based on the findings of
the approaches described above, the population, fertility and mortality component will be posi-
tioned and integrated into the PHOENIX framework. The outline of this framework will be given
in the next section.

3.3 INTEGRATED MODELLING APPROACH: PHOENIX

Studies have shown that environmental and socio-economic factors are important where mortality
patterns are concerned (Gross, 1980). These same socio-economic determinants are considered to
be of influence on fertility behaviour. Education is identified as a key factor of influence on fertil-
ity behaviour. In addition, mortality outcomes themselves (e.g. child mortality) also affect fertility
levels (Bongaarts and Menken, 1983). In turn, fertility has a substantial influence on the availabil-
ity of all kinds of resources through its effect on population size. It may be clear that these analyses
can only give associative relationships, not causal ones, with the underlying mechanisms of fertili-
ty and mortality changes. Integrated assessment modelling provides an instrument taking combi-
nations of associative and causal relationships into account and allowing analysis of the effect of
internal feedbacks. The integrated assessment model PHOENIX will be presented in the next sec-
tion.

3.3.1 PHOENIX integrated approach

The integrated approach of population and development is one of the advantages of the
PHOENIX framework. Since applying such an approach requires an explicate description of inte-
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gration aspects, the two dimensions of integration, vertical and horizontal, (Rotmans et al.,
1997a) are used to delineate PHOENIX as an integrated assessment model. The combination of
vertical and horizontal integration results in a fully integrated modelling framework of population
and development, in which the various interactions and effects can be positioned. 

Vertical integration of PHOENIX
The first dimension for the integration of processes involves the vertical integration or capturing
as many cause−effect relationships as possible, achieved by linking four subsystems Pressure, State,
Impact and Response. For the mortality subsystem, the Pressure subsystem includes the most rele-
vant socio-economic and environmental factors, which can be a threat to human health. The actu-
al population at risk as part of the State subsystem depends on the distribution of these health
risks within a population and the geographical distribution of the population. In the Impact sub-
system the mortal consequences of the population exposed are simulated. The linkage of these
mortality outcomes to the various policy options of the Response subsystem completes the closing
of the cause−effect chain. Similar vertical integration is applied to the cause−effect chains in the
fertility process. The Pressure subsystem consists of the most important driving forces of fertility
behaviour, like education. These driving forces influence specific fertility factors in the State sub-
system, like age at marriage and contraceptive use. In turn, these factors determine fertility out-
comes and patterns described in the Impact subsystem. These impacts can initiate and stimulate
policies trying to influence fertility behaviour, which complete the cause−effect cycle.

Horizontal integration of PHOENIX
The second dimension is horizontal integration, which takes the cross-linkages and interactions
between subsystems into account. In the mortality subsystem the simultaneous occurrence of mul-
tiple mortality risks is an example of horizontal integration. For example, in PHOENIX the com-
bined exposure to drinking water that is not safe and malnutrition is considered in preference to
looking at these risks separately. These interactions take place in both the mortality and fertility
subsystems. At least as important are the cross-linkages between the subsystems. Horizontal inte-
gration also implies that mutual determinants in the Pressure subsystems, like education and
income, simultaneously influence mortality and fertility outcomes. The most important interac-
tions for gaining insight into the specific aspects of horizontal integration of mortality and fertility
aspects are enumerated below.

Mortality has evidently a direct effect on fertility behaviour: people’s desire for children is causally
related to changes in child mortality (Bongaarts and Menken, 1983). On the other hand, there are
several indirect effects of fertility on mortality. Mortality from causes related to pregnancy accounts
for 585,000 deaths per year (UNICEF, 1996). About 200,000 of these maternal deaths are attrib-
uted to limited access or failure of contraception. Even the use of contraceptives is not free of risk,
although the mortality levels associated with major reversible methods of fertility control are very
low compared with the overall maternal mortality risk (Tietze et al., 1976). Mortality due to unsafe
abortion is still an important contributor (13%) to maternal mortality (UNFPA, 1997).
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Another cause of mortality, highly related to the fertility aspects like sexual behaviour, is the
Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD), with HIV/AIDS having a dominant role. STDs other than
HIV infection accounted for at least 333 million new cases in 1995 (WHO, 1996b). In 1998,
more than 30 million adults were living with HIV/AIDS and almost 6 million people became
infected. In 1998, around 2.5 million AIDS deaths occurred and resulted in a total of 13.9 million
cumulative number of deaths due to AIDS since the start of the HIV epidemic in the late 1970s
(UNAIDS/WHO, 1998).

3.3.2 The framework: population, fertility, mortality and migration

To be able to address all these interrelationships and feedbacks of the fertility and mortality
process, an integrated framework is inevitable. The following modelling framework, consisting of
the following components, best reflects the integrated approach.

• A population subsystem, in which the core demographics are included;
• A fertility subsystem, which describes the fertility behaviour and its effect on a population;
• A mortality subsystem, which includes the mortality risks and associated deaths; and
• A migration component, which takes into account immigration and emigration flows.

Figure 3.3 shows the context, position and the interrelationships of these subsystems.

The components of the framework are discussed in the following sections, with emphasis on the
position and interactions of the subsystems. For the population subsystem and the migration com-
ponent, a brief description will suffice, while the fertility and mortality subsystems will require far
more elaboration. The description will be restricted to the role of these systems in the framework.

Population Subsystem
The population module, consisting of a standard demographic projection cohort model with net
migration, forms the core of the integration between fertility and mortality processes. Here, the
fertility and mortality rates as outcomes of the fertility and mortality subsystems function as deter-
minants to calculate the number of births and the age-specific number of deaths. The entities of
the population subsystem are subpopulations composed of the two sexes (male, female) and one-
year age groups (0,1,2,..,99,100+ year); the last age group is open-ended. The result is 202 (sub)
populations, which are simulated as reservoirs with several inflows and outflows modifying the ini-
tial population. The time step used in the population subsystem is one year. All variables in the
population module are distinguished by sex, and the index for sex is therefore omitted from the
description of the equation. The core equation for the simulation of the population is the account-
ing equation:
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where Infant Deaths represents death in the year of birth. This equation applies to t > t0 with t0 as
the base year. The initial population is taken for time t0 and distinguished by the two sexes; con-
trary to the Threshold21 approach, it is explicitly determined for all 101 age groups.
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The population in the first age group is determined by the sex-specific number of births as simu-
lated by the Fertility subsystem, the Infant Deaths and Net Migration. Because of the one-year time
step, the other age groups depend on the previous year’s population in the younger age group
minus the number of deaths, which is obtained from the Mortality subsystem and modified by the
net migration flow. Only net migration distinguished by sex and age is accounted for, which is cal-
culated in the migration component.

Fertility Subsystem
The number of births is the main outcome of the Fertility subsystem. At each time step of the 
simulation the sex-specific number of births enters the first age group of the Population subsystem.
The number of births is obtained as follows. In the Population subsystem, the female population
aged 15-50 is considered to be in the reproductive phase of life. The one-year age groups are aggre-
gated into seven five-year age groups (15-20, 20-25,..,45-50 years), for which the age-specific fertil-
ity levels are simulated. These age-specific fertility rates levels are combined with the number of
women in these age groups in order to obtain the number of births according to age of the mother
and summation results in the total number of births (see equation 4.26). Concerning the determi-
nation of the fertility levels, the fertility subsystem takes account of interactions with the Mortality
subsystem (age-specific mortality rates) and Economic system (income per capita), which is not
included in PHOENIX. The simulation of the age-specific fertility rates is based on Bongaarts and
Potter’s aggregate model of proximate determinants (Bongaarts and Potter, 1983). The basis, short-
comings and refinements of this approach will be further discussed in the Chapter 4.

Mortality Subsystem
The number of deaths is determined in the Mortality subsystem. In each time step of the simula-
tion, the number of deaths of each of the 202 subpopulations is estimated by combining the 202
subpopulations with death rates simulated in the Mortality subsystem. The death rates are sex-spe-
cific. Because of limited empirical data, the death rates are not simulated separately for all the 101
age groups. The one-year age groups of the Population subsystem are grouped to the following 21
age groups: younger than 1 year, 1-5, 5-10,10-15,…,95-100 years. Based on this clustering, the
total death rate is composed of an Exposure, Maternal, AIDS and Residual component (see equa-
tion 5.6 and 5.7). The Exposure death rates are derived from a multistate modelling approach. In
this approach, several exposure states are distinguished, which determine, in combination with
health services, the mortality risks. Most of the exposure categories emanate from interaction with
the other subsystems, which are not included in PHOENIX but are in its systems’ environment.
Environmental aspects like food availability, access to safe drinking water and temperature increase
are derived from the Environmental system while economic aspects like, income per capita and
the level of health care expenditures, are obtained from the Economic system. The precise depic-
tion of this mortality process is discussed at length in Chapter 5.

Migration
The last component of population change is migration. The migration component reflects the



interaction of the Population subsystem with the subsystem’s environment. A population subsys-
tem’s environment can also incorporate one or more other population subsystems, including the
subsystems’ own fertility and mortality subsystems. Migration can interact with the mortality sub-
system. For example, the spread of infectious diseases is likely to increase as more people move
around the world more often (Garrett, 1996). The WHO (1996b) points out that an increased
effort in disease detection and prevention strategies might be necessary but also recognizes the
complexity of describing the situation. The interaction of migration with mortality patterns is not
taken into account. Neither is the interaction of migration with the fertility subsystem. Migrants
instantly adopt the characteristics of the population of their destination. In PHOENIX, migration
will be restricted to an exogenously determined sex- and age-specific net number of migrants since
a dynamic and integrated multidisciplinary approach is not available (Gorter et al., 1997). In
PHOENIX, migration is restricted to total net migration flows according to sex and age. Two
forms of migration will be considered briefly in order to depict the size and nature of migration:
rural–urban migration and inter-regional migration.

Rural-urban migration
Urbanization is inherently attached to a high population growth. High population growth leads to
a clustering of people. Worldwide, the percentage of the population in urban areas increased from
29.7% to 45.3% in 1995. Around 1.2 billion of the 2.6 billion people living in urban areas are
found in the more developed regions. This corresponds with an urbanization rate of 74.9% in
more developed regions compared to 22.7% in the least developed regions. Figure 3.4 shows the
urban and rural population by major world regions. 

Further analysis show that growth of the urban population is much higher than a growth of the
total population (see Figure 3.5). In the period 1995-2000, the total population grew annually
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Figure 3.4 Urban and rural population for major world regions, 1950-2030. 

(Source: UN, 1996b).



with 2.5% while the annual urban population growth was almost twice as high (4.9%). Although
the rural population in the least developed regions showed a relatively low growth rate of 1.9% in
this period, the rural population still accounts for 77.3% of the population. Both the total and
urban population in the more developed regions, show low growth rates. In spite of these small
differences, the rural population in more developed regions has decreased since 1950 by 0%-1%
per year and is expected to decrease even faster (UN, 1996b) in the future.

One of the questions to address is: ‘What are the causes of, and their contributions to, the growth
of the urban and rural population?’. The differences in growth rates can be partly allotted to dif-
ferences in fertility and mortality rates. The other contributor is the migration flow of the rural
population towards the urban areas. Several factors are considered to be of influence on urbaniza-
tion. Linneman (1979) distinguishes two causal factors. The first is initiated by a discrepancy in
income; because of this gap in economic welfare the rural population is attracted by the higher
urban income. The second factor is the repulsive power of overcrowded cities. Grigg (1974)
assumes that urbanization starts when the rural population exceeds a density of 1.2 persons per
hectare. Other factors of influence on the migration process are (UN, 1980) rising levels of per-
sonal income and an income-elastic demand for agricultural products. This demand is the tenden-
cy for increases in income to be disproportionately directed towards expenditures on non-agricul-
tural products and greater efficiency of urban as opposed to rural configurations in production
and consumption of non-agricultural products. In PHOENIX, urbanization rates are exogenously
included since most of the variables of influence are not included (e.g. income-elastic relation-
ships), a clear relationships is lacking (e.g. the population density is still below the 1.2 persons per
hectare in Canada and the USA) or the data are too fragmented (Yousif et al., 1996). However, the
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differences in economic characteristics, fertility behaviour and mortality patterns between rural
and urban areas could be helpful in understanding rural-urban migration.

Inter-regional migration
With the distinction of more than one region, possible interactions in between the distinguished
regions should be taken into account. The inter-regional migration is one of the interactions
between regions. The inter-regional migration flows are smaller compared to rural-urban migra-
tion, at least in a historical perspective. Until the early 1960s Europeans mostly dominated the
inter-regional migration. In 1960-64, the annual number of emigrants was about 1.7 million peo-
ple migrating from developed countries. Thereafter the migration of developing regions to devel-
oped regions set in. The annual number of emigrants, which migrated from developing regions to
developed regions, quadrupled from 0.25 million in 1960-64 to around 1.1 million in 1985-1989
(UN, 1998a). The total number of emigrants is shown in Table 3.1.

The total emigration figures in Table 3.1 correspond with percentages ranging from 0.042 to
0.058 of the world’s population migrating per year. The migration figures on a regional scale pro-
vide a different picture when a closer look is taken at the composition of the migration flows, their
origin and destination. In 1980-1989, nearly a million people arrive yearly in Northern America
corresponding with 0.3% of the population. This flow is even more impressive, when one realizes
that it is responsible for about one-sixth of the increase in the population. The pattern in Latin
America is the reverse of that in Northern America. Migration almost equals emigration, mainly
to Northern America and representing about 10% of the population outflow. However, in
Western Europe immigration, as well as emigration, streams are relatively large (1.2 million and
0.75 million, respectively, in 1985-1989).

Inter-regional migration is composed of two main components (Clark, 1986): labour streams seeking
jobs in foreign countries and refugees from war and political disruption. In addition, family reunion
and family migration contribute to migration. These variables are not included in PHOENIX.
Besides, the available data on migration are often incomplete and they are not easily comparable
from one country to another (Zlotnik, 1996). Enforced by the lack of an appropriate existing mod-
elling approach inter-regional migration is taken exogenously and restricted to net migration.
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Table 3.1 Average annual number of emigrants to selected developed regions, 1960 to 1989

Emigrants to: 1960-1964 1965-1969 1970-1974 1975-1979 1980-1984 1985-1989

Northern America 371811 540924 581063 758523 915244 830160
Oceania 146313 178215 173302 84307 105692 114485
France 174285 203735 192585 70398 78889 36660
Western Europe 729153 1100497 1297442 912018 842868 1229489
Total 1421562 2023370 2244392 1825247 1942694 2210794

Source: UN, 1998a
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3.4 CONCLUSION

Both the integrated as the purely demographic approaches provide several useful elements for pop-
ulation modelling. The approaches of World3, Threshold21 and TARGETS1.0 link the demo-
graphic transition with various economic conditions, like income, and environmental conditions
(e.g. food availability and access to safe drinking water). Except for TARGETS, the inclusion of a
social dimension is lacking, although education is considered one of the important factors for
mortality and fertility outcomes. In the PHOENIX framework four subsystems are distinguished:
fertility, mortality, population and migration subsystems. Such a framework addresses most of the
research requirements for improving population forecasting, as formulated by Ahlburg (1998): 

• Models that include marriage, divorce, cohabitation, morbidity, and other demographic events
that influence fertility, mortality and migration;

• Models that take into account economic, social and environmental dynamics, including inte-
grated structural models and models with constraints.

The modelling framework should allow us to properly address the population and development
issues listed in Chapter 1. Although migration has interrelations with economic, mortality and
fertility aspects, the lack of an existing integrated multi-disciplinary approach in combination with
limited data forces a modest, exogenous inclusion in the modelling framework.




